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Chapter 6 
Discussion 

Kelley	Leung	
	
There	are	myriad	factors	that	contribute	to	the	success	of	biological	control,	the	practice	of	
suppressing	pests	with	natural	enemies	instead	of	with	pesticides	or	Genetically	Modified	
Organisms	(GMOs).	Among	them	are	the	genetics	of	traits	important	to	biocontrol	agent	
performance.	While	biological	control	is	an	applied	field,	insights	on	its	genetics	often	overlap	with	
evolutionary	theory.	This	thesis	expands	knowledge	on	both	by	investigating	the	influence	of	
genetics	on	parasitoid	wasps	of	Nasonia	at	the	whole	genome	level	(through	polyploidy)	and	the	
individual	gene	level.	For	the	first,	it	explores	polyploid	effects	on	biocontrol	performance	and	an	
organism’s	evolutionary	trajectory.	For	the	second,	it	investigates	a	gene	linked	to	host	specificity,	
a	trait	critical	to	a	species’	biocontrol	utility	and	eco-evolutionary	niche.		

The	role	of	polyploidy	in	non-CSD	parasitoid	wasps	

	 Parasitoid	wasps	belong	to	the	order	Hymenoptera	(the	bees,	wasps,	ants,	and	sawflies).	
The	parasitoid	lifestyle	is	characterized	by	an	obligate	stage	of	juvenile	development	on	or	within	a	
host	that	also	serves	as	a	food	source,	usually	killing	it	(Reuter,	1913;	Mills	&	Getz,	1996;	Briggs	&	
Hoopes,	2004).	The	parasitoid	wasps	are	one	of	the	most	important	groups	in	biological	control.	
For	example,	they	comprise	a	majority	of	arthropod	biocontrol	agents	legally	permitted	for	use	in	
the	EU	(European	and	Mediterranean	Plant	Protection	Organization)	and	the	most	economically	
lucrative	commercial	species	on	a	global	scale	are	parasitoid	wasps	(chalcidoids	and	braconids)	
(van	Lenteren,	2012).	Furthermore,	parasitoid	wasp	taxonomic	groups	collectively	consist	of	
possibly	more	than	a	million	species	(Forbes	et	al.,	2018),	accounting	for	up	to	6%	of	all	animal	
diversity	(Mora	et	al.,	2011).	Together	with	their	hosts	they	may	represent	up	to	one	third	of	all	
animal	species,	giving	them	an	outsized	role	in	the	world’s	evolutionary	and	ecological	landscape	
(Bailey	et	al.,	2009).		

	 Polyploidy	is	a	special	aspect	of	parasitoid	wasp	biology	because	of	its	complex	
consequences.	A	polyploid	organism	is	one	that	has	undergone	whole	genome	duplication	(WGD),	
and	thus	has	twice	the	number	of	chromosome	sets	than	its	progenitors.	Parasitoid	wasps	are	
haplodiploid	like	all	hymenopterans:	haploid	males	arise	from	unfertilized	eggs	and	diploid	
females	arise	from	fertilized	eggs.	Polyploids	are	individuals	with	higher	ploidy	levels	(typically	
diploid	males	and	triploid	females).	Note	that	here	the	males	have	twice	the	normal	number	of	
chromosome	sets,	while	the	females	only	1.5.	Polyploidy	has	the	reputation	of	being	a	negative	
condition	for	parasitoid	wasps	because	some	have	the	well-known	hymenopteran	sex	
determination	system	Complementary	Sex	Determination.	In	CSD	species	a	csd	locus	or	loci	
controls	sex	determination.	Heterozygotes	become	diploid	females,	hemizyotes	become	haploid	
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males,	and	homozygotes	become	diploid	males	(Whiting,	1943;	van	Wilgenburg,	Driessen,	&	
Beukeboom,	2006;	Heimpel	&	de	Boer,	2008),	which	are	sterile	almost	without	exception	
(Stouthamer,	Luck,	&	Werren,	1992;	Cowan	&	Stahlhut,	2004;	van	Wilgenburg	et	al.,	2006).	An	
increase	of	csd	homozygosity	through	founder	effect,	genetic	drift,	or	inbreeding	(as	is	common	
for	small	endangered	species	and	commercial	biocontrol	populations),	increases	diploid	male	
incidence	(Zayed	&	Packer,	2005;	Hein,	Poethke,	&	Dorn,	2009;	Fauvergue	et	al.,	2015;	Faria	et	al.,	
2016;	Zaviezo	et	al.,	2018).	Since	monoandrous	females	readily	mate	with	these	sterile	males	and	
produce	only	male	offspring	(Harpur,	Sobhani,	&	Zayed,	2013;	Thiel,	Weeda,	&	Bussière,	2014)	the	
population	eventually	goes	extinct	(the	diploid	male	vortex;	Zayed	&	Packer,	2005).		

This	well	known	detriment	of	polyploidy,	however,	does	not	apply	to	most	parasitoid	
wasps	because	most	have	non-CSD	sex	determination,	for	which	little	is	known	about	how	
polyploidy	impacts	individuals	and	populations.	For	example,	the	megadiverse	group	Chalcidoidea,	
which	has	up	to	500,000	species,	is	entirely	absent	of	CSD	(including	the	prominent	biocontrol	
agents	of	Trichogramma	and	Encarsia;	Beukeboom,	Kamping,	&	van	de	Zande,	2007;	Cruaud	et	al.,	
2019;	van	Lenteren,	2012).	The	overestimation	of	CSD	prevalence	in	biocontrol	species	may	come	
from	CSD	being	the	first	hymenopteran	sex	determination	system	described;	CSD	being	the	sex	
determination	system	of	the	commercial	giant	Apis	mellifera	(the	honeybee)	(Beye	et	al.,	2003);	
and	CSD	being	common	in	other	branches	of	Hymenoptera	(Beukeboom	et	al.,	2007a).	Regardless,	
because	of	the	lack	of	specific	investigation	into	non-CSD	species,	it	has	not	been	known	how	
polyploidy	actually	impacts	most	of	parasitoid	wasp	diversity	in	ecological,	evolutionary,	or	
biocontrol	contexts.		

Effects	of	polyploidy	in	the	Whiting	Polyploid	Line	of	Nasonia	vitripennis		

Polyploids	have	been	known	in	the	non-CSD	Nasonia	blowfly	parasitoids	since	the	1940s	
(Whiting,	1960).	This	genus,	and	particularly	globally	distributed	N.	vitripennis,	has	been	the	
seminal	lab	model	for	parasitoid	wasps	for	decades	because	of	its	ease	of	use	and	suitability	for	
developmental,	behavioral,	and	genetics	studies	(Beukeboom	&	Desplan,	2003;	Lynch,	2015;	Pultz	
&	Leaf,	2003;	Werren	et	al.,	2010).	It	is	also	the	first	species	for	which	a	non-CSD	sex	
determination	mechanism	has	been	functionally	well	described.	Polyploids	that	arose	
spontaneously	from	lab	stocks	were	used	to	develop	a	polyploid	line	(the	Whiting	Polyploid	Line,	
or	WPL)	that	has	been	employed	in	numerous	sex	determination	studies	(i.e.	to	distinguish	the	
effect	of	ploidy,	or	dosage	effects,	versus	other	genetic	elements).	Research	on	WPL	contributed	
to	mechanistic	delineation	of	Nasonia	Maternal	Effect	Genomic	Imprinting	Sex	Determination	
(MEGISD)	(Whiting,	1960;	Dobson	&	Tanouye,	1998;	Beukeboom	&	Kamping,	2006;	Beukeboom	&	
van	de	Zande,	2010;	Verhulst,	2010;	Verhulst	et	al.,	2013).	In	brief,	in	MEGISD	a	feminization	
pathway	is	activated	by	the	combination	ofmaternally	provided	factors	in	combination	with	a	
parent-of-origin	genomic	effect	in	diploids	(with	the	absence	of	the	paternal	genome	in	haploids	
leading	to	male	development),	and	inbreeding	does	not	induce	polyploidy	like	it	does	in	CSD-
species	(Verhulst,	2010).		
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With	efficacy	in	sex	determination	studies	in	mind,	the	WPL	has	had	physical	markers	
incorporated	into	its	breeding	to	track	the	ploidy	of	individuals.	Diploid	males	are	as	fecund	as	
haploids,	unlike	the	sterile	diploid	males	of	CSD	species.	Triploid	females	have	low	fecundity	
because	most	eggs	are	aneuploids	with	incorrect	chromosome	number	due	to	meiotic	error	and	
shrivel,	although	they	produce	enough	offspring	to	continue	the	line	(Whiting,	1960).	This	may	be	
due	to	Nasonia	having	only	five	chromosomes,	so	the	random	chance	of	chromosomes	aligning	
properly	to	produce	a	euploid	egg	is	higher	than	other	species.	A	systematic	review	of	WPL	life	
history	has	been	lacking.	We	therefore	used	this	long-known	research	resource	as	a	starting	point	
for	in-depth	investigation	of	non-CSD	polyploid	life	history	and	its	implications	for	biological	
control	(Chapter	2).	Because	WPL	has	been	reared	in	an	inbred	state	for	decades	we	also	assessed	
individuals	representing	a	single	generation	of	outcrossing	to	differentiate	effects	of	polyploidy	
versus	inbreeding	(Chapter	2).	

I	found	that	there	are	few	impediments	to	the	polyploid	state	in	WPL.	Size,	lifespan,	male	
family	size,	and	male	offspring	sex	ratio	(male	proportion)	are	similar	between	polyploids	and	non-
polyploid	counterparts	(Chapter	2,	Figures	2	and	3).	Exceptionally,	lifespan	differed	between	
outbred	diploid	and	triploid	females,	although	diploid	females	were	advantaged	over	triploids	
under	starvation	conditions	and	vice	versa	for	fed	(10%	sucrose)	conditions	(Chapter	2,	Figure	2).	
Additionally,	in	competitions	for	female	mates	between	haploid	and	diploid	males,	the	diploid	
male	had	equal	success	whether	competing	for	a	single	or	for	multiple	(10)	females	(Chapter	2,	
Tables	1	and	S1).	This	is	notable	from	a	biocontrol	perspective	because	the	primary	function	of	
males,	which	have	no	pest-killing	ability,	is	daughter	(active	agent)	production	in	mass	rearing.	
Therefore,	in	contrast	to	species	with	infertile	diploid	males	(as	has	been	well	documented	across	
CSD	species),	diploid	males	of	this	non-CSD	species	have	strong	ability	to	confer	any	genetic	
advantage	of	polyploidy	to	successive	generations	without	reducing	population	size.		

Interestingly,	WPL	diploid	males	that	mated	with	many	females	in	the	multiple	mate	
studies	had	fewer	offspring	than	haploid	males	that	did	the	same	(Chapter	2).	This	runs	counter	to	
our	existing	knowledge	of	N.	vitripennis	males	having	consistently	high	daughter	production	for	
more	than	10	matings	in	rapid	succession	(Beukeboom,	1994;	Chirault	et	al.,	2015).	This	suggests	
that	diploids	produce	less	sperm	in	the	single	wave	of	Nasonia	spermatogenesis	in	the	late	pupal	
stage	(Chirault	et	al.,	2015,	2016;	Ferree	et	al.,	2019).	Alternatively,	WPL	diploid	sperm	may	be	
successfully	transferred	to	females	and	have	high	fertilization	ability	for	first	matings,	but	is	
inferior	to	haploid	sperm	in	one	or	both	of	these	aspects	in	subsequent	matings.	This	requires	
follow-up	investigation,	potentially	through	sperm	count	in	males	themselves	and	the	
spermatheca	of	mated	females	(Chirault	et	al.,	2015).	

We	also	assayed	the	lifetime	parasitization	ability	in	diploid	and	triploid	WPL	females.	This	
assay	has	not	previously	been	performed	for	any	other	parasitoid	wasp	species	because	triploid	
females	have	rarely	been	documented.	This	is	possibly	due	to	bias	in	study	towards	CSD	species,	
which	do	not	produce	triploid	females,	as	diploid	males	are	sterile	(with	the	exception	of	species	
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noted	in	the	introduction	of	Chapter	2).	Parasitization	rate	is	the	key	biocontrol	trait	of	females	
because	it	directly	determines	the	success	of	pest	control.	Although	the	reduced	fecundity	of	the	
triploid	WPL	has	been	well	noted	(Whiting,	1960),	we	hypothesized	that	triploid	females	may	be	
just	as	proficient	in	host-killing	as	diploids	based	on	how	envenomation	independent	of	offspring	
production	is	sufficient	for	host	mortality	for	Nasonia	(Rivers,	Hink,	&	Denlinger,	1993;	Rivers	&	
Losinger,	2014).	However,	the	triploids	had	severely	reduced	lifetime	parasitisation	ability	on	
Calliphora	sp.	hosts;	additionally,	they	did	not	live	as	long	as	diploids	despite	having	an	unlimited	
food	source	(through	host-feeding)	(Chapter	2,	Figure	4).	We	interpret	this	to	mean	that	polyploid	
females	of	non-CSD	species	may	have	severely	reduced	biological	control	performance.	This	
detriment	may	be	due	to	too	few	viable	offspring	to	kill	hosts	through	larval	feeding,	attenuation	
of	venom	strength,	or	lower	venom	production,	all	of	which	should	be	measured	in	a	subsequent	
study	to	identify	the	root	cause.	The	females	from	the	outbred	background	parasitized	more	hosts	
and	had	a	longer	lifespan	than	the	inbred	females,	possibly	indicating	an	inbreeding	depression	
effect	in	the	inbred	WPL	(or	possibly	selection	for	maintaining	the	polyploid	state	over	decades)	
(Chapter,	Figure	4).		

Many	of	the	WPL	results	generally	match	patterns	observed	across	hymenopteran	
polyploid	studies	(lifespan;	male	mate	competitions;	size;	see	references	within	Chapter	2	
Discussion).	Exceptionally,	diploid	males	are	highly	fecund,	and	we	have	the	first	evidence	that	
triploid	females	have	impaired	parasitization	(Chapter	2,	Figure	4).	As	this	is	one	of	the	first	studies	
on	non-CSD	polyploidy,	additional	studies	in	more	taxa	are	needed	to	determine	whether	these	
results	generally	apply	to	non-CSD	taxa	species.	

Inferences	on	polyploid	evolution	with	a	tra	KD	line	in	N.	vitripennis	

	 We	performed	another	study	intended	to	follow-up	on	the	observation	in	the	WPL	that	
lifespan	and	parasitization	can	be	improved	in	Nasonia	polyploids	with	outbreeding.	We	did	this	
by	generating	a	new	polyploid	line	through	exploitation	of	the	MEGISD	pathway	by	knocking	down	
the	feminizing	element,	maternally	transcribed	transformer	(mtra)	provided	in	the	cytoplasm	of	
the	oocyte	(Verhulst,	2010).	Maternal	tra	knockdown	produces	a	large	number	of	diploid	males	
without	any	obvious	impairment	(Verhulst,	2010;	Koevoets	et	al.,	2012)	(e.g.	in	contrast	to	diploid	
generation	via	knockdown	transformer-2,	which	causes	high	juvenile	mortality;	Geuverink	et	al.,	
2017).	Because	we	wanted	to	test	the	hypothesis	that	some	of	negative	polyploid	phenotypes	of	
WPL	can	be	modulated	with	outbreeding,	we	chose	to	create	the	tra	KD	line	(tKDL)	in	the	
background	of	the	genetically	variable	lab	population,	HVRemix	(HVRx).	The	HVRx	population	was	
created	using	wild	Dutch	N.	vitripennis	populations.	In	mass	culture,	host	pupae	are	mixed	post-
oviposition	to	ensure	SNP	retention	and	heterozygosity	across	the	entire	genome	(van	de	Zande	et	
al.,	2014).	We	injected	female	HVRx	pupae	with	ds	tra	RNA	and	mated	them	to	untreated	males	to	
produce	diploid	males,	founding	a	new	tra	KD	line	(tKDL)	that	we	assayed	for	life	history	traits	for	
non-polyploids	and	polyploids	across	several	generations	(Chapter	3).	Surprisingly,	numerous	
results	diverged	strongly	from	expectations	projected	from	the	WPL	study	and	trends	across	
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Hymenoptera	(i.e.	high	polyploid	male	mate	competitiveness	and	polyploid	female	infertility,	as	
has	been	the	case	for	all	species	assessed	thus	far).		

As	such,	we	pivoted	our	perspective	to	how	the	tKDL	line	can	inform	us	about	the	poorly	
understood	process	of	polyploidization,	a	pervasive	but	enigmatic	phenomenon	across	Eukaryota.	
Polyploidization,	which	occurs	via	WGD	or	species	hybridization,	has	many	highly	deleterious	
immediate	effects	(reviewed	in	Comai,	2005;	Baduel	et	al.,	2018).	The	increase	in	nuclear	content	
results	in	larger	cells,	but	because	surface	area	does	not	scale	directly	with	an	increase	in	volume,	
the	stoichiometry	of	cellular	protein	interactions	are	disrupted	(Olmo,	1983;	Comai,	2005).	
Furthermore,	larger	cells	also	correspond	to	larger	organs,	which	have	the	same	problem	of	
unbalanced	physiological	functions.	This	also	applies	to	overall	body	size,	which	challenges	an	
organism’s	biophysical	constraints,	particularly	for	larger	species	(Fankhauser,	1945;	Guo	&	Allen,	
1994;	Conlon	&	Raff,	1999).	The	sudden	appearance	of	additional	chromosome	sets	also	upsets	
gene	expression,	particularly	for	sexual	species	that	often	have	epigenetic	mechanisms	in	the	
heterochromatic	sex	(Muller,	1925;	Orr,	1990;	Mittelsten	Scheid	et	al.,	1996;	Wertheim,	
Beukeboom,	&	van	de	Zande,	2013).	It	also	causes	meiotic	misalignment,	so	gametes	are	often	
aneuploid	and	inviable	(Comai,	2005).	

In	contrast	to	plants,	polyploidization	is	far	more	difficult	for	animals	because	stricter	body	
plans	and	mostly	dioecious	sexual	development/reproduction	make	inviability	or	sterility	likely	
(Muller,	1925;	Mable,	2003,	2004;	Choleva	&	Janko,	2013).	Animal	polyploidization	has	therefore	
long	been	typecast	as	a	rare,	catastrophic	event,	and	an	inevitable	evolutionary	dead	end	
(Stebbens,	1950,	1971;	Wagner,	1970;	Comai,	2005).	However,	following	the	discovery	and	
description	of	ohnologs,	or	gene	copies	originating	from	WGD	events	(Ohno	et	al.,	1967;	Ohno,	
1970),	it	became	evident	that	polyploidy	in	the	form	of	ancient	polyploidization	events	(followed	
by	re-diploidization)	occurred	across	not	just	plants	but	also	in	Fungi,	Mollusca,	Insecta,	and	at	the	
base	of	all	Vertebrata	(Ohno,	1970;	Van	de	Peer,	Maere,	&	Meyer,	2009;	Li	et	al.,	2018).	There	is	
now	a	consensus	that	polyploidy	is	a	powerful	evolutionary	driver	present	in	the	ancestry	of	most	
eurkaryotes	(for	a	majority	of	plants,	and	for	punctuated	events	in	branches	of	Animalia;	van	de	
Peer	et	al.,	2009).	In	a	“high	risk,	high	reward”	process,	if	a	polyploid	lineage	survives,	the	
additional	gene	copies	provide	the	means	for	more	complex	gene	networks	(Baduel	et	al.,	2018).	
One	copy	retains	an	essential	function	while	others	undergo	neo	or	sub-functionalization	
(Wertheim	et	al.,	2013;	Mable	et	al.,	2018).	By	provisioning	greater	genetic	and	functional	
diversity,	polyploidy	translates	to	a	major	evolutionary	advantage,	as	evidenced	by	subsequent	
mass	speciation	events,	greater	resistance	to	parasitic	and	abiotic	stress,	and	expansions	of	
geographic	range	(Comai,	2005;	van	de	Peer	et	al.,	2009).		

A	key	outstanding	question	in	polyploid	evolution	is	how	an	initially	detrimental	condition	
becomes	evolutionarily	advantageous.	This	transition	has	been	called	“the	polyploid	hop”	and	
involves	circumventing	three	major	challenges	of	neopolyploidization:	1)	reproductive	limitations	
i.e.	sterility	from	aneuploidy	2)	problems	of	gigantism	and	stoichiometric	from	larger	cells	and	3)	
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alterations	to	the	transcriptome	following	the	addition	of	more	chromosome	sets,	both	overall	
and	for	specialized	epigenetic	mechanisms	such	as	sexual	dosage	compensation	(Baduel	et	al.,	
2018).	These	challenges	are	difficult	to	investigate	in	animals	because	it	is	hard	to	intentionally	
induce	(unlike	plants,	which	can	be	made	polyploid	through	colchine	or	orazylin	treatment).	Even	
when	this	is	possible,	e.g.	via	temperature,	centrifugal	or	chemical	shock	(e.g.,	Kawamura,	1994;	
Piferrer	et	al.,	2009),	resultant	polyploids	are	sterile,	so	study	can	only	be	done	in	a	single	
generation.	The	inheritance	of	polyploid	phenotypes	and	how	they	are	retained	or	change	over	
successive	generations	cannot	be	observed.	

Based	on	WPL	(Whiting,	1960),	we	knew	that	polyploidy	can	be	stably	inherited	in	Nasonia.	
However,	in	assessing	the	tKDL	line	we	were	surprised	to	find	divergence	from	archetypical	
polyploid	phenotypes	that	provides	insight	on	how	the	polyploid	hop	might	occur.	A	recurrent	
hypothesis	in	polyploid	literature	is	that	there	are	different	modes	of	polyploidization	
corresponding	to	a	gradient	of	phenotypic	detriment	(Van	de	Peer	et	al.,	2009;	Choleva	&	Janko,	
2013;	Madlung,	2013;	Baduel	et	al.,	2018).	Lineages	that	originate	with	less	polyploidization	
detriment	are	more	likely	to	go	through	the	polyploid	hop,	and	so	survive	to	derive	downstream	
evolutionary	advantage.	However,	a	means	of	testing	this	hypothesis,	and	accordingly,	empirical	
evidence	to	support	it,	has	been	lacking.	By	contrasting	with	WPL	and	other	hymenopteran	
polyploids,	the	polyploid	phenotypes	of	the	tKDL	line	are	the	first	support	for	this	hypothesis.	

The	reproductive	abilities	of	the	tKDL	polyploids	are	unusual	for	both	males	and	females.	In	
mate	competitions	for	single	and	multiple	females,	diploid	tKDL	males	fail	to	compete	against	
haploids,	whether	these	haploids	are	brothers	descended	from	the	same	mother	or	from	a	control	
population	not	exposed	to	ds	tra	(Chapter	3).	It	would	seem	plausible	that	this	is	due	to	RNAi	
effect.	Diploid	males	are	the	product	of	a	disrupted	female	development	plan	and	so	may	be	
lacking	some	male	functionality.	However,	this	would	only	apply	to	the	first	generation,	and	poor	
tKDL	diploid	male	mate	competition	ability	was	also	observed	in	the	3rd	and	5th	generation,	
indicating	heritability	(Chapter	3).	When	tKDL	diploid	males	are	competed	against	WPL	diploid	
males,	they	still	lose,	indicating	extreme	variation	in	diploid	male	mating	ability	(a	general	diploid	
disadvantage	would	have	been	reflected	in	equal	success)	(Chapter	3).	This	tra	KD	diploid	male	
mate	competition	inferiority	is	unique	among	hymenopterans	studied,	particularly	as	there	is	no	
physical	defect	(in	a	single	species,	Neodiprion	nigroscutum,	the	diploid	male	is	mechanically	
prevented	from	mating	from	females	due	to	its	larger	size;	Smith	&	Wallace,	1971).	This	is	evident	
in	how	diploid	tKDL	males	have	a	mating	success	rate	similar	to	their	haploid	counterparts	when	a	
female	is	given	no	choice	of	mate	and	ample	time	to	mate	(Chapter	3).	The	tra	KD	diploid	males	
may	be	altered	in	their	chemosensory	or	behavioral	profiles,	making	them	less	appealing	to	
females	relative	to	haploids.		

The	tKDL	triploid	females	have	much	higher	fecundity	than	expected,	with	offspring	
numbers	unprecedented	for	polyploid	parasitoid	wasp	females	(Chapter	3).	The	previous	
assumption	from	WPL	was	that	triploid	females	have	low	fecundity	corresponding	to	the	logical	
expectations	of	aneuploidy:	Nasonia	has	five	chromosomes,	so	there	is	a	1/25	chance	that	
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chromosomes	will	align	correctly	during	meiosis	to	produce	a	viable	euploid	egg.	The	WPL	triploid	
females	produce	this	proportion	of	offspring	(2-3	offspring)	relative	to	diploid	females	of	the	stock	
line	used	to	maintain	WPL	(Chapter	3).	However,	the	tra	KD	triploid	females	produce	up	to	10	
times	as	many	offspring	as	the	WPL	triploid	females.	Based	on	control	diploid	females	of	the	same	
background,	tra	KD	female	total	egg	production	is	not	higher.	The	ratio	of	non-polyploid	to	
polyploid	offspring	is	also	the	same	(~33%	polyploid)	(Chapter	3).	Therefore,	tra	KD	triploids	seem	
to	have	an	unknown	means	of	circumventing	aneuploidy	that	the	WPL	lacks.		

The	inverse	sexual	phenotypes	of	the	long-established	WPL	(high	male	mate	
competitiveness,	low	female	fecundity)	and	the	neopolyploid	tKDL	(low	male	mate	
competitiveness,	high	female	fecundity)	may	suggest	a	sexual	tradeoff.	Diploid	male	mate	
competitiveness	may	require	numerous	generations	to	establish	and	at	the	expense	of	female	
fecundity,	but	was	not	observable	for	the	five	generations	for	which	tKDL	was	tracked	(Chapter	3).	
Testing	this	hypothesis	would	require	re-assaying	the	tKDL	after	many	generations	of	maintaining	
the	polyploid	state	(as	has	been	done	for	WPL).	Additionally,	other	polyploid	lines	generated	from	
transformer-2	(Geuverink	et	al.,	2017)	and	womanizer	(Verhulst	et	al.,	2013)	knockdown,	or	whole	
genome	duplication	from	unreduced	gametes	(Kawamura,	1994)	can	be	assessed	for	evidence	of	a	
pattern	of	sexual	conflict.		

A	generalization	of	polyploid	biology	is	larger	size,	but	this	is	highly	detrimental	for	animals	
for	reasons	previously	discussed.	In	vertebrate	systems	such	as	amphibians	and	fish,	gigantism	is	
resolved	with	cell	reduction	mechanisms.	Individuals	have	larger	but	fewer	cells,	constraining	the	
function	and	size	of	organs	and	bodies	closer	to	the	norm	(Fankhauser,	1945).	Invertebrate	
polyploids	have	not	been	surveyed	for	cell	reduction	mechanisms,	but	triploid	Drosophila	
apparently	do	not	have	them	(Fankhauser,	1945).	For	the	first	time	in	insects,	polyploid	cell	
reduction	has	been	observed	in	the	WPL	(Chapter	3,	Figure	1).	However,	it	was	absent	in	the	tKDL	
line,	which	seemed	to	have	the	same	number	of	small	cells	according	to	the	wing	cell	proxy	used	
to	measure	this	trait	(Chapter	3,	Figure	1).	Interestingly,	generally	body	size	was	not	significantly	
greater	in	for	polyploids	or	non-polyploids	for	either	line	(Chapter	2,	Table	1;	Chapter	4,	Figure	1).	
This	is	consistent	with	the	pattern	across	Hymenoptera;	diploid	males	are	either	the	same	size	as	
haploids	or	are	only	marginally	larger	(with	the	exception	of	Bombus	terrestris	bumblebees,	which	
have	larger	diploid	males;	Thiel	et	al.,	unpublished	data).	It	inspires	the	question,	how	can	two	
lines	apparently	contrast	in	polyploid	cell	number	and	size,	but	both	avoid	gigantism?	Further,	
how	is	this	difference	reflected	in	other	phenotypic	differences?	Complicating	interpretation	
further,	tra	has	a	known	role	in	regulating	insect	body	size	(Oldham	et	al.,	2000;	Rideout,	Narsaiya,	
&	Grewal,	2015),	and	if	there	are	heritable	knockdown	effects,	they	have	may	have	overridden	a	
polyploid	cell	reduction	that	would	otherwise	have	been	apparent.		

One	of	the	fundamental	questions	of	polyploidy	is	how	gene	expression	changes	(Comai,	
2005;	Yoo	et	al.,	2014;	Coate	&	Doyle,	2015;	Visger	et	al.,	2019).	A	reasonable	assumption	might	
be	that	expression	of	every	gene	is	increased	by	the	same	factor	of	additional	chromosome	sets,	
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preserving	the	stochiometry	of	gene	interactions	(Guo,	Davis,	&	Birchler,	1996).	Surprisingly,	there	
has	been	little	investigation	into	whether	this	occurs,	even	for	well-studied	plant	polyploid	
systems	(Coate	&	Doyle,	2015;	Visger	et	al.,	2019).	For	animals,	studies	are	further	challenged	by	
epigenetic	sexual	dosage	mechanisms	(e.g.	X-chromosome	inactivation	in	mammalian	females,	X-
chromosome	doubling	for	Drosophila	males,	halving	of	each	X	chromosome	in	Caenorhabdtis	
elegans	females;	reviewed	by	Disteche,	2012;	Ercan,	2014)	for	which	the	gene	dosage	balance	
between	autosomes	and	sex	chromosomes	may	be	disturbed	by	polyploidy.	Haplodiploids	like	
Nasonia	have	been	proposed	as	having	special	potential	for	understanding	how	gene	expression	
changes	with	ploidy	because	of	a	presumed	lack	of	complicating	sexual	dosage	compensation	
(Wertheim	et	al.,	2013).	Rather,	as	haploid	males	and	diploid	females	are	normal	to	the	system,	
there	must	be	mechanisms	to	maintain	similar	physiology	for	non	sex-specific	functions	across	
ploidy	level.	These	mechanisms	might	provide	insight	on	how	polyploids	buffer	effects	of	
increased	chromosome	set	number.	

	 To	address	the	seemingly	simple	question,	does	gene	expression	scale	directly	to	ploidy,	
we	measured	the	absolute	expression	of	two	genes	for	the	WPL	and	tKDL	for	all	ploidy	and	sex	
combinations,	for	multiple	generations.	We	chose	to	assess	housekeeping	genes	alpha	kinase	3	
(ak3)	and	elongation	factor	1	alpha	(ef1α)	because	these	genes	are	believed	to	have	uniform	
expression	throughout	the	body	and	no	sexually	specialized	functions	(Maroniche	et	al.,	2011;	
Benetta,	Beukeboom,	&	van	de	Zande,	2019).	While	this	is	a	limited	analysis,	these	results	can	be	
extrapolated	as	being	representative	of	the	whole	transcriptome	without	considering	specialized	
functions.	We	also	isolated	expression	of	the	head,	where	ploidy	is	known	to	be	consistent	for	the	
individual,	and	the	abdomen;	the	thorax	was	disregarded	because	of	its	high	level	of	
endopolyploidy	(Aron	et	al.,	2005).	We	expected	1x,	2x,	and	3x	expression	levels	for	haploids,	
diploids,	and	triploids,	respectively.	Surprisingly,	we	recovered	a	pattern	of	consistently	lower	
expression	for	males	and	higher	expression	for	females	regardless	of	ploidy	or	background	
(Chapter	3,	Figure	2).	The	exception	was	the	first	generation	of	tra	KD	diploid	males,	which	had	
female-like	expression	(Chapter	3,	Figure	2).	This	may	be	due	to	these	individuals	retaining	some	
of	the	original	transcriptional	programming	for	female	development,	despite	being	diverted	to	
maleness.	Some	retention	of	female	character	may	explain	for	example	the	impaired	mate	
competitiveness	(Chapter	3,	Table	S1)	and	fecundity	(Chapter	4,	Figure	3)	of	F1	males.		

	 These	results	add	surprising	new	insights	for	the	transcriptional	patterns	of	haploid	(males)	
versus	diploids	(females)	and	their	respective	polyploids,	which	are	not	well	understood	in	
Hymenoptera.	Across	the	hymenopteran	tree,	haploid	males	have	high	degree	of	thoractic	
endopolyploidy	(Aron	et	al.,	2005).	This	has	been	proposed	as	a	form	of	sexual	dosage	
compensation.	By	doubling	nuclear	content,	males	are	theoretically	better	able	to	match	the	
metabolic	capabilities	of	females.	This	seemingly	suggests	that	males	cannot	simply	increase	the	
transcription	of	their	haploid	genome.	However,	in	this	study	the	head	expression	of	haploid	and	
diploid	males	is	similar,	as	is	the	expression	of	diploid	and	triploid	females,	indicating	that	having	
more	chromosome	sets	does	not	automatically	increase	higher	expression	either	(Chapter	3,	
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Figure	2).	This	may	be	evidence	for	conserved,	sex-linked	dosage	that	is	a	protective	adaptation	
against	polyploidy,	i.e.	a	means	for	retaining	vital	sex-linked	functions	as	ploidy	level	increases.		

Interestingly,	in	CSD	species	Solenopsis	invictus	(the	fire	ant),	diploid	males	have	female-
like	expression	as	juveniles,	and	male-like	expression	as	adults	(Nipitwattanaphon	et	al.,	2014).	It	
has	been	suggested	that	the	female-like	expression	interferes	with	early	stage	male	reproductive	
processes	such	as	spermatogenesis,	and	thus	underlies	the	widespread	sterility	of	hymenopteran	
diploid	males.	It	is	known	that	sex-specific	expression	for	Nasonia	begins	at	the	pupal	stage	(Rago,	
Werren,	&	Colbourne,	2020);	we	only	investigated	adult	N.	vitripennis	specimens	with	male-like	
(haploid)	expression,	but	a	study	of	pupal	males	would	help	determine	whether	this	hypothesis	is	
correct.	Because	Nasonia	diploids	are	highly	fecund,	if	they	also	have	juvenile	female-like	(diploid)	
expression,	this	would	indicate	that	at	least	for	a	single	non-CSD	species,	female-like	expression	
does	not	inhibit	reproductive	competence.	Similarly,	the	CSD	wasp	Euodynerus	forminatus	is	the	
only	CSD	species	known	to	have	fertile	diploid	males	and	triploid	females	(Cowan	&	Stahlhut,	
2004),	and	it	should	also	be	examined	at	immature	and	mature	stages	to	determine	whether	sex-
linked	dosage	explains	polyploid	fertility	versus	infertility.	

Cumulatively,	these	results	demonstrate	variation	in	polyploid	phenotypes	within	a	single	
species,	with	the	contrasting	phenotypes	of	the	WPL	and	the	tKDL	each	being	heritable	for	
multiple	generations.	It	suggests	that	some	polyploidization	pathways	can	be	more	conducive	to	
evolutionary	success	than	others.	Which	polyploidization	pathway	is	evolutionarily	optimal	may	be	
context-specific.	For	example,	here	the	diploid	male	is	less	disadvantaged	in	one	background	
(equal	mate	competitive	ability;	WPL,	Chapter	2,	Table	1,	Table	S1),	and	in	another,	the	triploid	
female	is	less	disadvantaged	(higher	fecundity;	tKDL,	Chapter	3).	This	may	or	may	not	reflect	a	sex-
linked	trade-off	that	requires	multiple	generations	to	establish	(e.g.	the	long-maintained	WPL	
versus	the	neopolyploid	tKDL).	Regardless,	which	is	the	more	favorable	for	establishing	a	polyploid	
lineage	may	depend	on	whether	the	environment	rewards	male	success	or	female	success.	
Relatedly,	it	has	been	noted	that	there	are	different	knockdown	phenotypes	for	the	two	other	
MEGISD	genes	that	can	also	be	targeted	for	creating	de-novo	polyploid	lines	(tra-2	and	wom)	
(Verhulst	et	al.,	2013;	Geuverink	et	al.,	2017).	They	presumably	also	have	their	own	set	of	
polyploid	phenotypes	representing	distinct	evolutionary	potentials	in	different	evolutionary	
landscapes.	In	sum,	these	studies	have	shown	that	polyploidization	is	a	complex	process	with	
some	mechanisms	being	variable	and	others	possibly	conserved	(e.g.	gene	expression	levels	being	
sex-specific	rather	than	ploidy	dependent).		

Biocontrol	effects	on	polyploids	of	the	tra	KD	line		

	 Key	biocontrol	traits	were	further	explored	in	the	tKDL	to	add	to	our	understanding	of	
polyploidy’s	impacts	on	biocontrol	performance	in	non-CSD	species.	Body	size	measured	by	head-
width	proxy	was	larger	for	male	polyploids	than	non-polyploids,	but	not	for	females	(Chapter	4,	
Figure	1).	The	same	applied	to	lifespan	under	fed	and	starvation	conditions	(Chapter	4,	Figure	2).	
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As	these	patterns	were	also	observed	in	WPL	(Chapter	2),	this	suggests	that	lifespan	and	body	size	
do	not	have	a	direction	relationship	on	each	in	N.	vitripennis	polyploids.		

Because	the	WPL	diploid	males	with	multiple	matings	had	fewer	offspring	(Chapter	2),	and	
the	tKDL	diploid	males	were	far	less	competent	at	acquiring	female	mates	than	haploid	
counterparts	or	WPL	diploids	(Chapter	3),	tKDL	males	were	also	assessed	for	reproductive	traits.	
The	hypothesis	was	that	if	the	diploid	males	have	a	definite	inferiority,	e.g.	lower	sperm	count	or	
less	efficient	sperm	transfer	which	could	be	perceived	by	a	potential	female	mate,	a	higher	rate	of	
rejection	would	be	justified.	The	fecundity	of	tKDL	diploid	males	was	indeed	impaired.	This	was	
not	apparent	in	single	matings,	but	was	determined	through	sperm	depletion	experiments	in	
which	males	were	presented	10	female	mates	in	rapid	succession	(Chapter	4,	Figure	3).	In	both	
cases	the	diploid	males	were	similar	to	haploids,	with	daughter	production	being	high	both	for	a	
single/first	mating	and	throughout	the	mating	series	(Chapter	4,	Figure	3).	This	suggests	that	the	
phenotypic	basis	for	tKDL	diploid	male	mating	inferiority	may	be	due	to	sperm	limitation	or	
inefficient	sperm	transfer.	However,	other	possibilities	include	chemosensory	or	behavioral	
alteration,	which	are	other	traits	that	are	critical	to	mating	success	(Giesbers	et	al.,	2013;	Mair	&	
Ruther,	2019).	Assays	of	pheromone	or	CHC	production	and	courtship	behavior	would	determine	
whether	tra	KD	males	are	defective	in	these	traits.	

The	higher	fecundity	of	triploid	tra	KD	was	predicted	to	correspond	to	a	higher	
parasitization	rate	based	on	the	expectation	that	a	higher	number	of	viable	larvae	would	be	
available	to	kill	the	fly	host.	Surprisingly,	the	triploid	females	still	parasitized	very	few	hosts	
relative	to	diploids	(Chapter	4,	Figure	3,	Table	1).	In	fact,	they	only	parasitized	the	same	proportion	
of	hosts	as	the	WPL	triploids	despite	the	latter	producing	far	fewer	offspring	(Chapter	2;	Chapter	
4,	Figure	4).	From	this,	we	infer	that	offspring	number	and	feeding	is	a	not	a	major	contributor	in	
host	mortality.	This	prompts	further	investigation	in	the	triploid	female	for	the	key	factor	in	
parasitization	failure,	with	possibilities	including	reduced	handling	of	the	host	(e.g.	does	she	spend	
less	time	ovipositing	or	host-feeding	than	more	successful	diploid	females)	or	whether	their	
envenomation	abilities	are	attenuated	in	a	biochemical,	volume,	or	transfer	aspect.	In	any	case,	
this	translates	to	poor	biocontrol	performance	in	the	field.	

It	was	previously	anecdotally	observed	that	females	injected	with	tra	dsRNA	have	a	higher	
diapause	fraction.	In	Nasonia,	diapause	is	a	temporary	pause	in	larval	development	that	is	usually	
employed	as	an	overwintering	survival	strategy	(Saunders,	1966).	Diapause	is	induced	by	exposing	
a	reproductive	female	to	shorter	photoperiod,	simulating	the	shortening	of	days	later	in	the	year	
(Saunders,	1966;	Werren	&	Loehlin,	2009b).	However,	diapause	production	has	also	been	linked	to	
advanced	female	age	and	poor	host	quality	(Walker	&	Saunders,	1962;	Saunders,	Sutton,	&	Jarvis,	
1970;	Rivers	&	Denlinger,	1995).	Diapause	is	an	important	trait	for	biological	control	because	it	
extends	the	shelf	life	of	agents	during	storage	(Denlinger,	2008).	However,	it	can	also	be	
problematic	if	offspring	go	to	diapause	instead	of	full	development	during	the	active	field	season.	
The	role	of	circadian	gene	period	in	controlling	diapause	has	been	observed	in	various	insect	
systems	(Meuti	&	Denlinger,	2013;	Paolucci	et	al.,	2016;	Benetta	et	al.,	2019),	but	tra	having	a	
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putative	role	in	this	trait	is	so	far	unique	in	Nasonia.	In	assessing	the	diapause	production	of	
several	generations,	we	found	elevated	diapause	production	in	both	triploid	and	diploid	females	
descended	from	tra	KD	females	relative	to	control	diploid	females	(Chapter	4,	Figure	5).	This	
suggests	a	heritable	tra	KD	effect	on	diapause,	which	can	be	utilized	to	increase	diapause	broods	if	
desirable	for	storage,	or	must	be	considered	as	a	possible	negative	side	effect	if	breeding	for	a	
different	polyploid	advantage.	

The	results	of	this	study	on	the	tKDL	line,	in	conjunction	with	those	on	WPL,	reflect	the	
need	to	carefully	consider	the	downstream	impacts	of	polyploidization	in	non-CSD	species.	While	
effects	on	some	traits	such	as	lifespan	and	body	size	seem	negligible	(Chapters	2	and	4),	the	mate	
competition	ability	of	some	Nasonia	diploids	and	the	parasitization	ability	of	triploid	females	in	
general	are	hindered	(Chapters	2,	3,	and	4).	However,	holistically,	the	impacts	of	polyploidization	
seem	to	be	far	less	detrimental	for	non-CSD	parasitoids	than	CSD	parasitoids.	Non-CSD	polyploids	
can	potentially	be	indefinitely	bred	under	the	right	conditions	in	contrast	to	the	inevitable	
extinction	of	a	CSD	diploid	male	vortex	(Zayed	&	Packer,	2005).	This	introduces	opportunities	to	
explore	means	to	derive	possible	long-term	benefits	of	non-CSD	polyploidization	such	as	those	
commonly	derived	for	plant	polyploids	and	observed	in	other	animal	polyploids.	For	example,	
polyploid	insects	have	broader	geographic	ranges	in	areas	with	greater	abiotic	stressors	(e.g.,	
northern,	montane	habitats)	than	diploid	ancestors	(Lokki	&	Saura,	1979).	

Location	and	candidate	genes	of	Nasonia	host	specificity	gene	hp1	

	 Host	specificity	describes	the	range	of	species	a	parasitoid	can	use	as	its	host.	It	is	
recognized	as	an	important	evolutionary	factor	because	it	determines	ecological	niche	and	affects	
the	evolutionary	trajectory	of	associated	hosts	(Bailey	et	al.,	2009).	In	allowing	for	sympatric	
speciation,	it	has	driven	rapid	diversification	of	parasitoids,	making	their	taxa	among	the	most	
species-rich	groups	(Strand	&	Obrycki,	1996;	Forbes	et	al.,	2018;	Cruaud	et	al.,	2019).	Host	
specificity	is	also	a	major	determinant	of	the	ecological	safety	of	biological	control.	Generalist	
species	are	more	likely	to	exhibit	non-target	effects	(a	biocontrol	agent	parasitizing	species	other	
than	the	intended	pest)	(Howarth,	1991;	McEvoy,	1996;	Simberloff	&	Stiling,	1996;	Louda	et	al.,	
2003).	This	has	caused	numerous	declines	of	native	or	beneficial	insects	(Howarth,	1983,	1991;	
Louda	et	al.,	2003;	Messing	&	Wright,	2006)	and	resultantly	the	legal	status	of	a	biocontrol	agent	is	
often	dependent	on	whether	it	is	specialized	enough	to	the	target(s)	(Lockwood,	1996;	Barratt	et	
al.,	2010).	Non-target	effects	have	been	considered	one	of	the	greatest	problems	of	biological	
control,	but	a	mechanistic	means	to	manipulate	the	host	specificity	of	biocontrol	agent	to	be	more	
specialist	is	a	potential	solution.	The	key	may	be	delineating	the	genetic	factors	of	host	specificity	
and	using	them	for	targeted	breeding	of	more	host-specific	lines.	

	 The	genetic	architecture	of	host	specificity	has	not	been	well	studied	for	parasitoid	wasps		
(Desjardins,	Perfectti,	Bartos,	Enders,	&	Werren,	2010;	Hopper,	Roush,	&	Powell,	1993;	Hopper	et	
al.,	2019;	Hufbauer	&	Roderick,	2005).	This	is	possibly	due	to	the	logistic	difficulty	of	identifying	a	
study	system	with	closely	related	species	with	contrasting	host	specificity	phenotypes	that	could	
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be	attributed	to	underlying	genetic	differences.	Further,	there	is	a	need	for	both	these	species	and	
their	hosts	to	be	experimentally	amenable.	Exceptionally,	a	genomic	region	has	been	linked	to	
host	specificity	in	Nasonia	(Desjardins	et	al.,	2010).	The	generalist	species	N.	vitripennis	has	a	
global	distribution	and	is	capable	of	parasitizing	many	blowfly	genera	(Darling	&	Werren,	1990;	
Desjardins	et	al.,	2010),	but	all	other	species	have	limited	ranges	in	North	America	and	have	strong	
specialist	preference	for	co-evolved	Protocalliphora	spp.,	which	is	retained	even	after	generations	
of	rearing	on	factitious	hosts	(Desjardins	et	al.,	2010).	Additionally,	N.	vitripennis	males	have	small	
wings,	and	males	of	the	specialist	species	have	large	wings.	In	a	wing	study,	wing	size	locus	wing	
size	1	(ws1)	was	introgressed	from	N.	giraulti	to	N.	vitripennis,	which	was	sufficient	to	produce	a	
large	male	wing	phenotype	(Weston,	Qureshi,	&	Werren,	1999),	but	curiously	also	reduced	female	
parasitization	on	the	standard	factitious	host	Sarcophaga	bullata	(Desjardins	et	al.,	2010).	This	
lead	to	the	hypothesis	that	host	specificity	is	controlled	by	a	genetic	region	linked	to	ws1,	which	
was	confirmed	with	the	creation	of	a	new	introgression	line	bkbwg	(referring	to	specialist	
phenotypic	makers	black	body	and	big	wing)	isolating	a	11-16MB	region	close	to	the	centromere	
of	chromosome	4	from	N.	giraulti	in	a	N.	vitripennis	background	that	induced	a	host	preference	
switch	from	S.	bullata	to	Protocalliphora	spp.	carrying	putative	host	specificity	gene	host	
preference	1	(hp1)	(Desjardins	et	al.,	2010).	

	 Despite	the	breakthrough	nature	of	this	study,	which	was	the	first	to	identify	a	host	
specificity	gene	region	in	parasitoid	wasps,	there	have	not	been	follow-up	studies.	This	may	be	
attributable	to	the	region	being	a	coding	gene	hot	spot	and	one	of	low	recombination	(Desjardins	
et	al.,	2013;	Niehuis	et	al.,	2010),	making	it	difficult	to	narrow	the	region	(and	accordingly,	the	list	
of	candidates	for	hp1)	with	further	breeding.	The	host	used	to	assign	a	host	preference	switch	to	a	
specialist	phenotype	is	also	difficult	to	work	with;	Protocalliphora	spp.	are	bird	nest	parasites	that	
feed	on	nestling	blood,	and	can	only	be	collected	from	the	field	during	the	limited	fledging	season,	
from	North	America,	and	in	small	numbers	(Werren	pers.	comm).		

With	a	strategy	using	rare	bkbwg	male	recombinants	representing	loss	and	retention	of	
different	fragments	of	the	bkbwg	region,	and	new	host	specificity	assay	with	the	commercial	
European	host	Calliphora	sp.	(Chapter	5,	Figure	3),	we	were	able	to	narrow	the	region	to	4.1Mb	
(Chapter	5,	Table	2)	and	N=294	coding	gene	candidates	for	hp1	(Chapter	5,	Table	3).	Briefly,	
phenotypic	markers	were	used	to	screen	for	male	recombinants,	males	were	genotyped	as	N.	
giraulti	or	N.	vitripennis	for	15	indel	(13	bioinfomatically	valid)	markers	spanning	the	bkbwg	region	
(Chapter	5,	Table	1),	their	daughters	were	scored	for	high	(generalist)	utilization	of	Calliphora	sp.	
versus	low	(specialist)	utilization,	and	daughter	phenotype	was	cross	referenced	to	father	indel	
genotypes	(Chapter	5,	Table	2).	The	only	indel	marker	that	had	perfect	correlation	with	specialist	
(N.	giraulti)	phenotype	and	genotype	and	reciprocal	generalist	(N.	vitripennis)	phenotype	and	
genotype	was	the	one	associated	with	a	4.1Mb	region	we	call	bkbwg9	(Chapter	5,	Table	2).		

Interestingly,	there	is	a	large	enrichment	of	chemosensory	genes	in	the	bkbwg9	region	
based	on	the	Nvit_psr_1.1	annotation	code	(Chapter	5,	Table	3).	In	other,	non-parasitoid	systems,	
odorant	receptors	(ORs)	underlie	host	specificity	differences.	In	mosquitoes,	a	mutation	in	a	
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sulcatone	receptor	facilitated	a	host	preference	switch	from	forest	mammals	to	humans,	
facilitating	domestication	(McBride	et	al.,	2014).	In	Drosophila	suzukii,	a	rapidly	spreading	pest	
known	for	its	ability	to	spoil	unripe	fruit	despite	all	other	drosophilids	preferring	rotten	fruit,	
additional	copies	of	an	OR	may	help	it	detect	its	atypical	host	(Revadi	et	al.,	2015;	Ramasamy	et	
al.,	2016)	(although	sight	and	tactile	cues	also	play	a	role;	Karageorgi	et	al.,	2017).	The	extreme	
specialization	on	noni	fruit	for	Drosophila	sechellia’s	is	due	to	differential	expression	of	OR22a	
(Auer	et	al.,	2020).	However,	our	results	do	match	the	only	other	study	attempting	to	identify	host	
specificity	genes	in	a	parasitoid	wasp	system	(Aphelinus	spp.;	Hopper	et	al.	unpublished	data).	The	
aphid	parasitoids	of	Aphelinus	(in	the	same	Chalicidoidea	superfamily	as	Nasonia)	vary	in	their	
parasitization	abilities	on	different	aphid	species.	The	implicated	underlying	genes	are	non-specific	
in	function	or	do	not	yet	have	a	characterized	function	(but	may	be	upstream	of	sensory	organ	
function)	(Hopper	et	al.,	unpublished	data).	Although	we	identified	some	candidate	genes	for	
Nasonia	that	code	for	similar	enzymes	or	general	signal	peptides,	bkbwg9	has	a	cluster	of	21	ORs	
(and	one	ionotropic	receptor,	which	is	another	important	insect	chemonsory	gene	family;	Auer	et	
al.,	2020)	(Chapter	5,	Table	3),	more	than	the	rest	of	chromosome	4	or	the	rest	of	the	Nasonia	
genome	(Chapter	5,	Table	4).	This	suggests	that	Nasonia	parasitoid	host	specificity	might	rely	on	
one	or	more	of	these	chemoreceptors,	although	the	mechanism	linking	these	genes	to	host	
specificity	behavior	is	still	unknown.	

Future	directions		

Nasonia	vitripennis	as	a	model	for	polyploidization	

	 The	tractability	of	Nasonia	vitripennis	to	polyploidization	via	multiple	pathways,	and	the	
relative	ease	of	maintaining	polyploid	lines,	make	it	well	suited	for	studying	some	of	the	enigmas	
of	animal	polyploid	evolution.	Specifically,	polyploidization	is	a	highly	harmful	event,	so	how	did	so	
many	branches	of	Eukaryota	survive	ancestral	whole	genome	duplication	to	ultimately	benefit	
from	polyploid	advantage	(i.e.	functional	diversity	from	additional	gene	copies)?	This	transition	is	
known	as	the	polyploid	hop	(Baduel	et	al.,	2018),	and	the	work	of	this	PhD	introduced	optimal	
polyploidization	pathways.	Because	the	mode	of	polyploidization	can	result	in	variable	
phenotypes,	some	(optimal	pathways)	are	more	likely	to	allow	the	polyploid	hop,	while	others	are	
more	conducive	to	extinction	(Chapter	3,	Figure	4).	It	has	been	described	above	how	this	thesis	
provides	new	insights	on	how	the	three	of	the	greatest	challenges	of	polyploidy	(sterility,	
gigantism,	and	gene	expression)	are	overcome.	Here,	I	discuss	how	this	work	can	be	expanded	to	
identify	mechanisms	that	are	immediate	adaptations	following	polyploidization.	I	summarize	the	
conclusions	of	this	thesis,	experiments	to	advance	them	further,	and	how	N.	vitripennis	is	
advantageous	over	other	systems	for	resolving	questions	on	animal	polyploid	evolution.	

Variation	in	polyploid	phenotypes	for	different	polyploidization	pathways	

	 This	thesis	found	unexpected	variation	between	the	polyploid	phenotypes	of	two	polyploid	
lineages,	inbred	and	spontaneously	occurring	WPL,	and	outbred	and	induced	tra	KD.	A	fuller	range	
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of	polyploid	phenotypes	can	be	characterized	by	also	assessing	induced	tra-2	KD	and	wom	KD	
lines,	for	which	protocols	are	already	established	(Verhulst	et	al.,	2013;	Geuverink	et	al.,	2017).	
However,	a	complicating	factor	of	polyploid	lines	generated	with	RNAi	knockdown	is	that	the	
target	genes	may	interact	with	a	number	of	other	genes	downstream,	and	it	is	difficult	to	
definitively	attribute	phenotypes	to	the	polyploid	state	itself	rather	than	knockdown	effects.	
Therefore,	it	would	be	helpful	to	also	examine	polyploid	phenotypes	in	lines	created	with	whole	
genome	duplication	(WGD).	This	requires	disruption	of	maternal	meiosis	in	a	way	that	sequesters	
all	chromosome	sets	into	a	single	egg.	While	this	has	not	yet	been	accomplished	for	a	parasitoid	
wasp,	the	key	will	probably	be	chemical	(CO2	gas	or	colchine),	centrifigual,	or	temperature	(hot	or	
cold)	shock	based	on	methods	used	to	polyploidize	silkworms	Bombyx	mori	(Kawamura,	1994).	
Comparisons	between	KD	and	WGD	lines	in	the	same	inbred	background	would	allow	for	
investigation	of	which	polyploid	phenotypes	are	consistent,	which	are	variable,	and	which	
pathways	are	the	most	likely	to	result	in	evolutionary	success	and	why.	For	example,	is	KD	less	
detrimental	because	it	targets	a	single	gene,	or	is	WGD	because	all	genes	are	copied	for	holistic	
genomic	balance?	

Sterility	

Polyploid	sterility	is	due	to	aneuploid	gametes.	Aneuploidy	occurs	when	more	than	two	
homologous	chromosomes	associate	during	meiotic	alignment,	resulting	in	irregular	segregation	
and	inviable	gametes	that	do	not	have	complete	chromosome	sets	(Comai,	2005).	The	low	
fecundity	of	triploid	WPL	matches	expectations	of	high	aneuploidy,	but	it	is	possible	that	the	
higher	fecundity	in	the	tKDL	background	(Chapter	3)	is	due	to	parental	bias	in	co-segregation,	as	
has	been	observed	in	some	plant	polyploids	(Karpechenko,	1924;	Osabe	et	al.,	2012;	Glover,	
Redestig,	&	Dessimoz,	2016;	Ferretti,	Ribeca,	&	Ramos-Onsins,	2018).	That	is,	the	paternal	
chromosome	sets	from	the	diploid	father	stay	together	during	crossover	and	segregation,	
resulting	in	higher	number	of	reciprocal	viable	euploid	diploid	and	haploid	eggs.	To	test	this	
hypothesis,	Nasonia	molecular	or	physical	markers	(Pannebakker	et	al.,	2010;	Werren	et	al.,	2010)	
can	be	used	to	test	whether	genotype	ratios	of	offspring	in	polyploid	lines	match	Mendelian	
expectations.	If	they	deviate	to	show	that	aneuploidy	is	circumvented	in	polyploid	lines	that	have	
more	offspring,	this	could	demonstrate	how	some	lines	have	higher	fecundity,	which	is	potentially	
the	major	advantage	that	allowed	some	polyploid	lineages	to	survive	over	others.	

Gigantism	

	 The	discrepancy	between	the	existence	of	cell	reduction	in	the	WPL	versus	its	absence	in	
the	tKDL	(Chapter	3),	inspires	the	question,	is	cell	reduction	a	beneficial	adaptation	generally	
present	in	Nasonia	and	insect	polyploids,	or	is	it	specific	to	WPL/specifically	absent	in	tra	KD	
because	of	a	loss	of	body	size	function	from	the	knockdown?	And	could	this	fundamental	
difference	in	morphology	for	the	two	lines	(despite	the	overall	body	size	being	similar)	be	at	least	
partially	responsible	for	the	many	other	phenotypic	differences	observed	(Chapters	3	and	4)?	
Wings	were	studied	here	as	a	starting	point	because	their	transparent	single-dimensionality	made	
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it	easy	to	observe	individual	cells,	but	brain	neurons	represent	the	next	level	of	investigation.	
Ploidy	is	reliably	consistent	in	the	insect	brain,	eliminating	the	possibility	of	endopolyploidy	as	a	
complicating	factor	in	analyses.	Following	recently	developed	methods	for	assaying	Nasonia	brain	
and	head	biology	(Groothuis	et	al.,	2019;	Groothuis,	van	den	Heuvel,	&	Smid,	2020),	quantifying	
the	number	of	brain	cells	and	measuring	their	size	in	KD	and	WGD	lines	would	demonstrate	
whether	polyploids	have	larger	and/or	fewer	cells	to	avoid	gigantism.		

Gene	expression	and	dosage	effects	

The	evidence	for	sex-linked	dosage	in	the	N.	vitripennis	polyploid	lines	of	this	study	was	the	
first	of	its	kind	in	Hymenoptera.	Interpreted	in	context	with	studies	on	other	species,	it	adds	to	our	
overall	understanding	of	the	link	between	sex,	ploidy,	and	reproductive	competence.	For	example,	
in	Solenopsis	invictus	ants,	diploid	males	were	found	to	have	female-like	development	as	juveniles,	
and	switch	to	male-like	development	as	adults	(Nipitwattanaphon	et	al.,	2014).	It	has	been	
proposed	that	female-like	juvenile	expression	causes	diploid	male	sterility	in	this	species	and	other	
(CSD)	hymenopterans	by	interfering	with	early	vital	reproductive	processes	such	as	
spermatogenesis.	In	our	N.	vitripennis	study,	the	adult	diploid	males	we	assessed	also	have	
haploid-like	expression,	but	are	highly	fecund.	A	follow-up	study	on	Nasonia	juveniles	is	needed.	If	
males	have	diploid-like	expression	when	young,	it	would	partially	disprove	the	hypothesis	that	
early	female-like	expression	explains	common	hymenopteran	diploid	male	sterility.	Another	
species	of	interest	for	an	analogous	study	is	the	CSD	species	Euodynerus	forminatus,	which	also	
has	fertile	diploid	males	(and	triploid	females)	(Cowan	&	Stahlhut,	2004).	Mechanistic	consistency	
between	distantly	related	hymenopterans	with	distinct	sex	determination	systems	would	strongly	
suggest	a	recurring	polyploid	adaptation	for	conserving	dosage	by	sex	and	reproductive	function	
as	ploidy	increases.	As	our	study	only	considers	two	housekeeping	genes,	future	work	should	be	
analyses	of	complete	transcriptomes	to	profile	all	gene	expression	changes	across	the	genome.	
This	will	in	particular	expose	genes	that	are	most	sensitive	to	epigenetic	effects.		

Identifying	Nasonia	hp1	

	 Because	22	of	the	294	candidates	of	the	narrowed	gene	region	bkbwg9	carrying	hp1	
seemingly	have	a	potential	underlying	functional	link	to	host	specificity,	i.e.	code	for	
chemosensory	proteins,	the	next	step	is	targeting	these	candidate	for	more	specific	investigation.	
First	may	be	localizing	expression	of	these	genes	to	chemosensory	organs.	Preliminary	work	in	
Aphelinus	spp.	(Hopper	et	al.,	unpublished	data)	suggests	that	the	most	important	of	these	organs	
in	host	interaction	are	the	ovipositor	and	mandibles,	implying	that	host	feeding	and	drilling	are	the	
behaviors	that	females	depend	on	for	host	choice.	Interestingly,	this	excludes	major	involvement	
of	the	antennae,	which	are	essential	for	detecting	chemical	cues	from	mates	and	host	plants,	but	
apparently	not	hosts	themselves.	Genes	that	expressed	in	these	organs	can	then	be	further	
investigated	for	function	via	RNAi	knockdown	(Lynch	&	Desplan,	2006)	or	CRISPR	knockout	(Li	et	
al.,	2017)	in	null	phenotype	experiments.	The	ancestral	phenotype	for	host	specificity	is	
presumably	specialist	because	the	generalist	species	N.	vitripennis	is	basal	to	the	specialist	species	
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(N.	giraulti,	N.	longicornis,	and	N.	oneida)	(Werren	et	al.,	2010).	Loss-of-function	of	specialist	hp1	
may	then	cause	reversion	to	generalist	preference	in	the	specialist	species,	although	it	is	less	
predictable	what	the	outcome	would	be	in	N.	vitripennis.	Either	way,	targeted	genes	that	result	in	
a	different	phenotype	in	host	usage	of	Calliphora	sp.	in	our	modified	factitious	host	assay	between	
the	treated	and	control	are	more	likely	to	be	hp1.	If	multiple	genes	produce	this	effect,	this	would	
support	the	conclusion	that	host	specificity	is	a	polygenic	trait,	which	would	make	it	more	difficult	
to	modify	for	applied	purposes	such	as	improving	biological	control	safety.	One	possible	
complicating	factor	is	that	the	ORs	of	Nasonia	have	close	homology	(Robertson,	Gadau,	&	Wanner,	
2010),	which	can	prevent	specific	targeting.		

Conclusion	

	 The	species	of	Nasonia	have	long	been	recognized	for	their	suitability	both	for	functional	
and	theoretical	studies.	For	example,	in	multiple	papers	describing	Nasonia’s	as	an	emerging	
model,	it	was	noted	that	as	a	parasitoid	wasp	with	uncommon	ease	of	use	in	the	laboratory	and	
advanced	genetics	tools,	Nasonia	can	be	used	to	perform	studies	on	biological	control	genetics	not	
possible	in	other	agents.	However,	the	contributions	of	Nasonia	studies	to	evolutionary	theory	are	
also	extensive,	demonstrating	for	example	how	behavior,	microsymbionts,	and	morphology	factor	
into	speciation	(Werren	et	al.,	2010).	This	thesis	demonstrates	how	single	studies	can	concurrently	
inform	on	both	an	applied	field	and	major	evolutionary	themes.	Polyploidy	is	a	complex	genetic	
element	of	biological	control	utility	of	parasitoid	wasps,	but	also	a	prevalent	force	in	animal	
evolution	that	is	still	poorly	understood.	Host	specificity	is	the	main	determinant	of	a	biocontrol	
agent’s	environmental	risk	and	legal	status,	but	it	is	also	the	trait	that	defines	the	ecological	niche	
of	parasitoid	wasps,	and	drove	massive	species	diversification.	The	studies	of	this	thesis	have	
generated	new	knowledge	for	both	topics,	highlighting	Nasonia’s	specific	potential	to	provide	
insights	on	practical	and	theoretical	issues	synergistically.
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